
GbBIS now offers MPSI® TrafficMetrix®

for the United States and Canada
Traffic Count Data
GbBIS now offers Traffic Counts provided by MPSI in 
database formats, on maps, reports and in web 
applications. MPSI is the premier provider of traffic 
counts for the US, major markets in Canada and
Puerto Rico.

MPSI has collected over 1.2 million traffic volume 
counts at more than 1,000,000 traffic data points.  
MPSI canvases almost 6,000 sources nationwide to 
collect this mission critical data. These sources include
city governments, engineering firms, highway and 
transportation departments. This database covers both 
urban and rural street, major road and highway networks.

For retailers and owners of companies who’s economic
success relies on daytime population and activities, 
MPSI traffic count data is a key element to analyze this
information successfully.

The MPSI traffic count database also contains historical 
count information so users can analyze the growth or 
decline of traffic activity in their service area.

We offer licensing options by state, region county, ZIP
Code, ring and/or drive time trade areas. Users of the
MPSI data can order the traffic count data in digital 
format or on a hardcopy or digital map of a specifically 
defined trade area or territory.

TrafficMetrix® Benefits
Ability to make better and more accurate business 
decisions about site and territory analysis 

Local site information on presentation quality maps

GbBIS web application that enable users to create 
informative maps and reports will receive quarterly 
updates for the US automatically!

Traffic Counts 
available as: 
  Database
  Maps
  Reports 
  Web Applications

Make better 
business decisions
  Site Selection
  Site Evaluation
  Territory Design

Discover
new markets
  Identify 
  Rank

The finest
traffic count data
  Quarterly Updates
  Street & Nearest 
   Cross Streets
  Historical Counts

TrafficMetrix® Features
    Frequently updated traffic counts

    Support of all major GIS formats 

    Coverage available for the entire US

Why Choose GbBIS
At GbBIS we build innovative applications that solve 
our clients’ business problems. Our applications 
seamlessly combine the features and functionalities
businesses need with the data and data sources they 
require and prefer. Though our partnership with MPSI
we are to able to conveniently provide access to 
traffic counts, one of the most frequently requested 
data sets. 

GbBIS provides innovative project consulting, 
mapping services, web based solutions, and 
customized GIS data to clients throughout the US, 
Canada and Worldwide. Learn how your business 
can take advantage of Geographical Information 
Systems to assess your markets, manage resources
and take action. Let us be your Mapping and 
GIS Departments!

Contact Us
To learn more about how using traffic counts can 
help you and your company please call

1-877-447-6277 
Visit us online at www.GbBIS.com
or send us an email at sales@GbBIS.com

MPSI® TrafficMetrix® 
offered by

Traffic Counts

GbBIS now provides average daily traffic counts for highways & major roads

GbBIS Headquarters: 10 First Street Wellsboro, PA 16901
West Coast: 18005 Skypark Circle, Suite 54 J, Irvine, CA 92614 


